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Our Tax Portal
Suitable for accounting, audit and law firms
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Notice
This promo (including any attachments) may contain confidential, proprietary, privileged and/or
private information. The information is intended to be for the use of the specific individual or entity.
If you are not the intended recipient of this promo, please notify the sender immediately, and
delete the promo and any attachments. Any disclosure, reproduction, distribution or other use of
this promo or any attachments by an individual or entity is prohibited.
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Why Use Our Tax Portal
What drives us to offer this solution
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The benefits
Following the need observed in the market for correct Tax Compliance, our solution offers the following benefits:
• A complete Tax guidance and procedure to follow in order to perform the annual Tax Computation of Companies
and inform the Clients of the amount of Corporation Tax to be paid and the related Tax risks. The guidance is so
explanatory that even a junior member of staff can perform the Tax computation except from very advanced cases
or figures that belong to ‘grey’ areas.
• The procedure guides you on which documentation to keep in your files in order to justify, upon a future Tax
Inspection, how you derived to the amount of the Tax to be paid and ‘defend’ better your Clients. No exposure to
Clients on wrong calculation of Taxes as everything is documented.
• Corporation Tax, Defence Tax, Capital Gains Tax and Tax Penalties computations.
• Access to our Tax Library with our unique ‘Search’ function that searches instantly what you are looking for in all
folders including Tax Laws, Tax Circulars, Tax forms and more.

• By logging in to Our Tax Portal you have a table with all Tax deadlines, which are updated in case of extension and
tips about the submission dates.
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Our Tax Portal
Our Tax Portal provides a Tax Software and a Tax Library
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Our Tax Portal
The Tax Software provides the complete Tax Review
procedure

The Tax Library provides access to Tax Laws, Circulars and
more
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The Tax Software
A complete Tax guidance and procedure
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The Tax Software is Microsoft Office based and the user can:
• Create new Tax reviews;
• Edit existing Tax reviews;
• Export the work in PDF format and save it in the firm’s server.
The Tax Software includes:
• The ‘Tax material cover’ which guides you on the Tax procedure steps to follow and at every step the relevant person
is requested to sign off;
• The ‘Tax review checklist’ which provides the guidance on how to treat each Financial Statements figure and more
on the Tax computation and what documentation to keep in the files in order to justify your Tax computation
adjustments upon a future Tax Inspection;
• The ‘Tax computation’ and the workings which help you calculate the Corporation and Defence Taxes to be paid.
The calculations include a lot of real life examples and formula checks helping the user to avoid mistakes;
• The ‘Tax circulars checklist’ helps the user isolate any possible Tax circulars that the Company does not follow in the
preparation of the Tax computation;
• The ‘Capital Gains Tax computation’ which helps you calculate the relevant Tax arising on a disposal of Company’s
assets or shares.;
• The ‘Corporation, Defence and Capital Gains Tax Penalties computation’ with which you can calculate the Tax
Penalties on late payment of Taxes.
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Tax material cover and Tax review checklist
The ‘Tax material cover’ guides you on the Tax procedure
steps to follow and at every step the relevant person is
requested to sign off

The ‘Tax review checklist’ provides the guidance how to
treat each Financial Statements figure on the Tax
computation and what documentation to keep in the
files in order to justify your Tax computation adjustments
upon a future Tax Inspection
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Tax review checklist functions
The ‘Tax review checklist’ provides the appropriate guidance to the user and helps keep track of the completion stage

1.

By clicking the ‘Read more’ button next to each
point, the guidance ‘opens’ helping the user with the
treatment to follow.

2.

The user can select the ‘In email’ option from the
dropdown list in order to keep track for which points
to inform the Client about Tax risks at the end of the
Tax Review Procedure.

3.

The user and the reviewers can select the status of
each point from the dropdown list.

4.

The reviewers can tick the relevant box once the Step
is completed.
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Tax computations and workings
Self explanatory Corporation and Defence Tax
computations with point numbers allocated according to
the Tax Review checklist points

The workings are a big part of the Tax computations
including very helpful examples
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Tax computations and workings help
There are a lot of examples, formula checks and Tips that help the user perform each computation or working

1.

By clicking a cell the relevant Tip appears in the light
yellow box.

2.

There are formulas that help the user avoid mistakes,
like the formula that informs the user of the ‘5 years
elapsed’ on the specific tax losses, as per the image
to the right.

3.

There are formulas that run many checks in the
computations and workings. By indicating a ‘FALSE’
value it informs the user of an error included in the
calculations. By clicking on the formula the
description of what a ‘FALSE’ result means appears.
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The Tax computations and workings
The Tax computations section includes:
• Corporation tax computation;
• Defence tax computation;
• Defence tax on deemed distribution computation;
• Capital Gains tax computation.
The Tax workings are:
• Group relief analysis;
• Tax losses brought forward analysis;
• Foreign tax credit calculation;
• Interest restriction calculation (including average borrowing rate calculation);
• Capital Allowances schedule;
• Balancing statement;
• Administration expenses restriction (Balance Sheet method);
• Administration expenses restriction (Profit & Loss method);
• Four year rule calculation;
• Corporation, Defence and Capital Gains tax penalties calculations.
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The Tax Library
Instant access to Tax Laws, Circulars, Forms and more
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The Tax Library
The user has to login on omakoeioservices.com and select the ‘Tax Portal’ from the user menu, in order to have access
to the Tax Library
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The unique Tax Library search
The user can use the ‘Entire site search’ feature enabling the search in all folders i.e. Tax Laws, Circulars, Forms e.t.c.
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Bonus
Subscribe to Our Tax Portal and get free access to Our Accounting
Portal
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Our Accounting Portal
The Accounting Portal offers specific schedules in crucial areas where recalculations are needed

The Accounting Portal includes:
1.

A Loan Schedule recalculation where the user is
guided to recalculate and check the interest
charged by the bank;

2.

An organized Depreciation Schedule which is always
handy;

3.

A Cash Flow working that can help the user create a
decent Cash Flow for monthly or quarterly
management accounts; and

4.

A Payroll recalculation working. It is a good practice
to recalculate the various contributions and taxes on
employee salaries, in addition to the usual payroll
software, as payroll softwares deliver false
calculations from time to time. You can check out our
Payroll Software as well.
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Email: info@omakoeionservices.com
Web: omakoeionservices.com

About Omakoeion Services Ltd
• Omakoeion Services Ltd has built a network of clients through years of work in various industries including Hotel, Real Estate,
Construction, Shipping, ForEx industry and generally by working with clients in the Finance Sector.
• In addition, Omakoeion Services Ltd created a name as a strong ‘player’ in tax matters.

